
Culture changes can lay foundation
for occ-health programming success 
Changing human attitudes usually changes workplace climate

Occupational health professionals may not necessarily consider them-
selves messengers of corporate culture but, according to the experts,
the ability to help change cultural attitudes may be an important

arrow to have in your quiver as you target health and safety improvement. 
Pamela F. Levin, PhD, RN, associate professor at Rush University

Medical Center, Chicago, provides a recent real-world example of the
interrelationship between culture and the occ-health profession.

“We had a departmental faculty meeting yesterday and shared the new
proposed mission statement for the medical center,” she relates. “There
was nothing in [the new statement] regarding employees; in the previous
one, there used to be an allusion to the health and well-being of employ-
ees. Not only was this a violation of Mission Statement 101, but for some-
one in occ-health, where your responsibility is to ensure health and safety,
if your organization does not embrace that in their value statement or
mission statement, what kind of tone are you setting?”

To reinforce her point, Levin notes that OSHA’s guidelines on how to
create a program put management and employee commitment at the top
of the list. “If you do not have that attitude toward how important a
healthy and safe work force is, you will not have a climate that will sup-
port initiatives aimed at that,” she asserts. “The organization will do just
enough to comply with regulatory issues without really embracing those
values.”

Culture or climate?

Levin notes that when discussing this issue some people use the term 
“climate” rather than “culture.” “They can be interchangeable,” she says,
“Although climate can be a very loaded term. When many of us think
about diversity, for example, we’re talking about organizational climate.”

“If you go into the literature, you can find all kinds of fairly abstract
theoretical discussions about the distinction; but for the practicing man-
ager, they are not worth a hoot,” adds Paul A. Reichelt, PhD, organiza-
tional psychologist and research associate professor at the School for
Public Health at the University of Illinois at Chicago. 
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“It is reasonable to use them basically in the
same general way, although culture is more
encompassing. Basically, what people are talking
about is, what is it like to work in this organiza-
tion?” he says.

When people talk about culture on a broad
scale, says Reichelt, they are describing shared
values and shared norms within the organization.
“If you talk about somebody working in a corpo-
ration who is responsible for occ-health, things
that might be part of the culture are that everyone
believes that work is a good and valuable thing,
and that everyone in the organization believes it
is better to get people to do things when they
know why they are being asked, as opposed to
just ordering them to do it.” 

Reichelt offers the example of encouraging

employees to follow a healthy diet plan. 
“If all you did was just provide the correct

nutritional information, you could run into prob-
lems,” he notes. “Even if employees understood
what you were teaching them, they might put
that together with what they already knew them-
selves, and they may combine incorrect informa-
tion with correct information and make a mess.
You first have to knock down commonly held
myths — such as, ‘It does not matter what you
do,’ or ‘Some people just can’t lose weight.’ You
have to point out that even though lots of people
believe this, it is wrong.”

Certain areas of occupational health require
culture change more than others, says Levin.
“Certainly safety deals a lot with human atti-
tudes, as does wellness,” she notes. “Program-
ming that includes a human element, like
diversity, may depend more on culture change
for success.”

Not an option

An occupational health professional really has
no choice but to study organizational culture and
seek to change it if change is required, Reichelt
insists. “You have to understand what the culture
is if you are an occ-med professional,” he says. “If
you simply understand what is going on in terms
of proper nutrition and diet, smoking, and so
forth, plus the occ-health issues for that particular
industry, that’s all well and good, but if you think
you can just present this information and every-
one will go out and act on it, you are wrong. If
the culture of the organization, for example, is
that anyone who exercises is a chump, you can
present as much information as you want and
nothing will happen because peer support is
against it.” 

Reichelt says he saw the power of organiza-
tional culture in action when he worked with 
several fire services. 

“They have very specific cultures,” he notes.
“They work 24-hour shifts, then they are often off
48 hours, then on 24. They live in a small building
24 hours a day and have a very strong culture.
Here in Chicago, I talked to one fireman who was
into physical fitness. He also really liked fighting
fires. So, he got himself transferred to a house
where the guys were into physical fitness and in
an area that tended to have more fires. You have
to realize that there’s a fit between the individual
and the culture that mutually influence each
other.” 
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Given that the right culture may be critical to
occ-health success, how does one determine if
change is needed — and, more importantly, how
can change be engendered?

“There are, in fact, paper-and-pencil tools peo-
ple use [to determine culture status],” Reichelt
notes. “Some of them have labels that include
words like organizational culture or climate.
These can be used to judge what culture is on
certain dimensions.” 

The occupational health professional should
think of culture change as applied discipline, he
continues. “You’re trying to do specific things to
help people get healthy. If you want to get them
to understand that smoking is bad for their
health but the culture is against it, you would
probably want an instrument that would get at
their core beliefs. What are the kinds of changes
we want to make — such as in health promotion
— to help employees stop smoking? Whatever
you are trying to accomplish, you need to find
out the kinds of issues that would be barriers to
making changes, and what would facilitate those
changes.” 

This is probably not something a typical occu-
pational health professional could do on his or
her own, he continues. “You’d probably want to
look to somebody who has experience in mea-
surement and survey issues for help,” Reichelt
advises.

Can, or should, occ-health professionals become
change agents themselves? “Any person in their
role will have something in their educational back-
ground about changing behavior, but to be a major
change agent is a daunting task,” Reichelt says. 
“If you try to pull it off all by yourself, you would
need the help of a consultant who really under-
stands change.”

There are a number of issues that come up time
and time again, such as the fact that change makes
people uncomfortable, he notes. 

“No matter how good the change is, it will
meet resistance. Before bringing about the actual
change, you need to lower resistance, to cut barri-
ers. For this, you should look to experienced
organizational consultant for help. There are
some who specialize in organizational culture
change,” Reichelt explains.

Such changes must cut across the entire organi-
zation, says Levin. “An appropriate culture cli-
mate means an organization that embraces health
and safety in a broad, holistic way,” she asserts.
“That includes decent personnel policies, a cli-
mate in which gender issues are not a problem,

and so on. But the right climate helps to ensure
commitment from management and the employ-
ees. It reduces the barriers, so it’s a facilitating
force. If [the right climate] is not there, it’s a con-
tinual battle to try to look at ways to improve
health and safety.”

[For more information, contact:
• Pamela F. Levin, PhD, RN, Associate Professor,

Rush University Medical Center, Community and
Mental Health Nursing, 600 S. Paulina St., Chicago,
IL 60612. Telephone: (312) 942-8842. Fax: (312) 942-
2549. E-mail: Pamela_F_Levin@rush.edu.

• Paul A. Reichelt, PhD, Health and Policy
Administration, School for Public Health, UIC, 1603
W. Taylor St., Chicago, IL 60612. Telephone: (847)
674-6948.] ■

Health system offers 
a lifetime of work
Top hospital thinks long term

In a time when health care professionals, partic-
ularly nurses, are in short supply, it’s in every

employer’s interest to find ways to keep their
staff interested and committed. When they can
accomplish this while at the same time offering
significant and unique benefits to those employ-
ees, they’re achieving something that will make
others sit up and take notice.

That’s exactly what the Bon Secours Rich-
mond (VA) Health System has done. The system
recently was named to Working Mother maga-
zine’s “Top 100 Companies for Working Moth-
ers,” and AARP’s “Best Employers for People
Over 50” list. Bon Secours also was named one
of America’s Healthiest Companies by the Well-
ness Councils of America.

What makes Bon Secours so unique? “What we
have is a focus on being a place where people can
work throughout their lifetime — not just one
part of it,” says Jim Godwin, SPHR, administra-
tive director of human resources at Bon Secours.

Bon Secours Richmond Health System includes
three hospitals, numerous outpatient and diag-
nostic facilities, physician groups, and a school of
nursing. A fourth hospital, the 130-bed St. Francis
Medical Center, is under construction in Chester-
field County and scheduled to open in June 2005. 

Having these facilities creates a number of
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opportunities for the system to access and serve
health care professionals, Godwin explains. “Take
RNs, for example. We have a school of nursing; so
when someone gets out of high school, they can go
to our nursing school. Then, they can come to work
for us as an RN, and may work in direct patient
care, usually for many years, going through vari-
ous stages as they become more skilled.”

But that’s not the end of it, he explains. “Most
RNs retire from direct patient care at 55; they do
that because of the physical demands of the job,”
he observes. “It’s not so much that people that
age are not strong, but they start to have back
problems, foot problems, and other issues that
come with the job over time. But we have a need
for nurses who do not do bedside care — things
like management, quality assurance efforts,
patient financial services, and so on.”

Many opportunities, benefits

The positions Bon Secours offers older RNs are
not simply favors being done out of recognition for
years of service; there are specific skills required
that these individuals have. Take billing, for exam-
ple. “Hospital billing is very complex, and the bills
have to be accurate for the insurance companies,”
notes Godwin. “And with Medicare, you really
have to know what’s going on. So we have nurses
who are no longer able to handle bedside care —
either because they are older or due to a workers’
comp claim. They become our auditors; before bills
are processed, they ensure that the charges make
sense. They notice things that would not be appar-
ent to you or me, and that’s a very useful thing to
have on staff.”

On the quality assurance front, nurses who no
longer handle bedside care are also hired to con-
duct patient chart audits. “We keep all types of
quality statistical analyses that only a medical
person can understand — patient outcomes, uti-
lization of resources, and so on,” he explains.
“You can’t just take a clerk and train her. It’s very
important to provide quality improvement feed-
back to physicians, and it’s better received when
it’s coming from a nurse.”

The school of nursing also offers employment
opportunities. “Often by the time a nurse reaches
55, they will have achieved the proper degrees that
allow them to teach,” says Godwin. “We use them
as instructors in the nursing school and in ongoing
continuing education for our staff. They have the
experience, the credibility, and the credentials.”

In addition, he observes, at this point in their

lives they are looking for a Monday-Friday, nine-
to-five job, “So it’s good timing for them, too.”

Flexibility, but no loss of benefits

Another unique aspect of the Bon Secours
approach is that while all sorts of schedules are
available, part-timers do not necessarily suffer
when it comes to benefits.

“We offer all sorts of people part-time work —
whatever schedule you can imagine,” says Godwin.
“Any person at this stage of life who wants to cut
back, can.”

If they choose to do so, however, their pensions
will not be adversely impacted. “Most pension
plans are based on your salary for the last five to
10 years of employment,” he explains. “We have a
setup based on the highest-earning years — when-
ever they occur. So, instead of someone deciding
they have to quit working altogether in order to
retain their pension, they can continue to work
part time. They benefit, and we benefit as well.”

The Bon Secours benefit package is broad and
diverse. Here are a few examples:

• Bon Secours discounts home medical equip-
ment for employees — for themselves or for family
members. “Any service we offer, our employees
are able to access at a discount,” Godwin explains.
“We cover employees who work as little as two
days a week.” 

• The company recognizes retirees and long-
term employees annually. 

• Bon Secours maintains a list of retirees avail-
able for temporary work assignments, consulting
or contract work, telecommuting, and part-time
work.

• The health system offers a benefit package to
help employees caring for older relatives. Home
health care is subsidized for any employee with 
a spouse, parent, or in-law older than 55 who
requires regular care. “A lot of employees 60 or so
have parents living with them who are 80 or so,”
notes Godwin. “We provide nursing assistants
and LPNs. The employee calls the in-home elder
care line, and we subsidize the cost.” (Employees
pay $4 an hour.)

• Employees receive a discount on installation
and service of a personal emergency response
system. 

• Employees and volunteers receive a free VIVA
(Bon Secours’ health information and wellness pro-
gram for people older than 50) membership.

• Bon Secours also collaborates with AARP to
offer mall walking, distribute health assessments
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and conduct a faith-based initiative aimed at
improving the quality of life for African-Ameri-
can women. 

A number of the programs, such as mall walk-
ing, are offered by Bon Secours to the community
at large. In those cases, where community mem-
bers would pay a small fee, employees would go
for free.

Never-ending opportunities

There is virtually no age limit for Bon Secours
employees who wish to continue working, says
Godwin. “Many of our employees and retirees
really identify with being in health care, so the
last thing we offer down the road is a volunteer
position,” he says. “They make very valuable vol-
unteers; they know how to use the phone system,
they know the doctors, they experience social
gratification, and they still contribute to the mis-
sion of the organization.”

These decisions, he says, are handled almost
on a case-by-case basis. “We have a nurse in her
60s who financially does not need to work but
who wants to be in the hospital,” he notes. “She
makes the best admitting clerk you could ever
want. Her pension is not harmed, she feels valu-
able, she is valuable, and it’s a very positive thing
from a morale point of view.”

To help ensure high morale, Bon Secours offers
a class for managers twice a year on managing
employees from different generations. “Say we
have a manager in admitting who’s a very sharp
young man, 28 or 29,” Godwin poses. “The vast
majority of his employees are in their 50s or 60s.
For both parties, this can be awkward. There’s
someone available to help coach him, to help him
learn how to manage these employees.”

This is especially important given that more
than a quarter of Bon Secours’ work force is age
50 or older. In fact, in 2002, more than 10% of new
hires were older than age 50. 

The folks at AARP were clearly impressed
with this win-win approach at Bon Secours.
“Bon Secours Richmond Health System is ahead
of the curve in recognizing the value of the
mature worker,” says Deborah Russell, man-
ager of Economic Security and Work at AARP. 

And as Bonnie Shelor, Bon Secours vice presi-
dent of human resources notes, the system also is
clearly a beneficiary of these policies. “Labor
shortages of tomorrow pose critical questions
today to employers — namely how to recruit,
retain, train, and address the needs of older

workers,” she says. “These are issues we’ve been
concerned with for a long time — this award lets
us know we’re moving in the right direction.”

[For more information, contact:
• Jim Godwin, SPHR, Administrative Director, 

Human Resources, Bon Secours Health System,
Richmond, VA. Telephone: (804) 764-6571.] ■

Kodak links productivity,
safety in programming
The two are inextricably linked

While the issues of safety and productivity
may not, at first glance, seem directly

related, the two are “inextricably linked,” says
Wayne Lednar, MD, corporate medical director
of Eastman Kodak Co. in Rochester, NY. It is that
linkage, he maintains, that has contributed to the
success of the company’s occ-health program-
ming. “We have a goal for our work force all over
the world: having healthy employees safely and
productively at work,” he explains. 

By healthy, Lednar continues, Kodak’s occ-
health team means not sick, safe, not getting hurt
by work, and being effectively able to do what
the company hired you to do — both as an indi-
vidual and as a member of a team.

Two key issues

Taking his cue from his colleagues in the United
Kingdom, Lednar asserts that occupational health
must address two basic needs: The impact of work
on health, and the impact of health on work. “The
latter is really where the larger opportunity is for
companies to benefit,” he notes.

Addressing the impact of work on health has
driven improvement in working conditions for 50
years — i.e., reducing hazards in the workplace,
Lednar explains. “This evolved into a whole engi-
neering development out of physical demand;
e.g., lifting assists,” he says. “To the extent that
workplace conditions have reduced the demand
of work on employees, there have been fewer
work-caused injuries and fewer hazardous expo-
sures. The good news is our safety statistics show
that with attention on safety, employee health
will improve.”

Lednar adds that, especially in work forces
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such as Kodak’s that are older on average, what
he expects to see in the future are health issues
that emerge in middle age, which can impact
both sides of the equation. 

In terms of the impact of health on work,
“You’ll see more high blood pressure; the
national epidemic of obesity will lead to more
cardiovascular problems and diabetes,” he notes.
“Then, there are people, for example, who have
had asthma since childhood, and may work with
fumes or dusts — we need to protect them. There
are people with seizure disorders; we need to
make sure they are safe.”

On the other side of the coin, for example,
Kodak has many people who travel all over the
world. Some of them have diabetes and take
insulin regularly. “When they go through a 12-
hour time change, keeping insulin levels where
they should be is a real challenge,” he notes.
“This is an example of the impact work on health.
For continuing safety, there needs be attention to
situations like these, or we will wind up with pre-
ventable injuries and illnesses.”

Following a road map

Kodak’s occ-health professionals follow a
proactive road map to optimize employee health.
“When we look to make an improvement, what
we need to know is, ‘What are the medical prob-
lems in that experience?’” Lednar explains. In one
group of workers, for example, musculoskeletal
conditions were a significant problem. Most of
those were back injuries — and, in turn, most of
them occurred off the job. 

Thus, the impact of health on work. “If some-
body does yard work over the weekend, like lift-
ing fertilizer, and they come to work on Monday
to a physically demanding job but don’t mention
it to anybody and just try to work, they could be
hurt worse,” notes Lednar. “Our occ-health
nurses and safety engineers will screen employ-
ees on a regular basis to help prevent this from
happening.” 

Another part of the intervention is to take the
physical demands of work and try to reduce them
as much as possible. “With our ergonomist, we
have an assessment of the physical demands of
every job,” he says. “We prioritize changes accord-
ing to what we know about that kind of work,
determining that certain departments need our help
first. We assess the hazards of the work. Then, we
also look at the employee health experience, if this
is an area in which have there have been claims.”

Kodak also has put in place work/rest cycles, or
work rotation. For example, an employee may do
one task for an hour, then to switch another station
on the line. “That variety of work helps prevent
the repetitive, cumulative injury,” Lednar explains.

Musculoskeletal conditioning is another
important intervention at Kodak. This includes
short exercise routines, designed by an exercise
physiologist with input from an ergonomist who
has looked at the job and seen its demands. 

“The physiologist translates this information
into what muscles you need for this job, how
much strength you need, and how we can get
you strengthened and limbered up before every
shift,” he observes. 

These routines are taught to the work force and
led by a supervisor, which is very much appreci-
ated by the workers, according to Lednar. “The
supervisor gets to establish a better relationship
with the workers and develop a workplace culture
where employees will feel more comfortable about
saying something to the supervisor,” he says.

Another aspect of Kodak occ-health program-
ming is called Safe Track. Periodically, a depart-
ment manager will visit one of his workplaces
and walk around with the work group and hear
directly from them how things are going in terms
of doing the work. 

“They ask employees how hard the job is,
whether they get tired very often, and so on,”
says Lednar. “If there is a mild discomfort that
hasn’t gotten to the point where the employee is
injured, we can help prevent that injury. It also
maximizes supervisor face time with employees.”

Getting real results

This and other efforts did not come out of the
blue. Kodak took a good look at what was hap-
pening in the workplace — and its effort is clearly
paying off.

“As we looked at the indication of the burden
of ill health on the work force, we found the data
on the absences related to illness and injury very
informative,” Lednar recalls. “It tells you how
much time is being missed from work because
someone is too sick or too hurt to be able come 
to work. If looking at the amount of health care
costs related to absence, it lets you see if there is
room for improvement.”

In looking at their own data, Kodak concluded
there was, indeed, room for improvement. In one
relatively small group of employees in Rochester,
case management efforts helped reduce the total
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absence rate (percentage of scheduled work
hours) from an average of 2.84 in 2000 to 2.71 in
2001. Based on an estimated $2 million in recov-
ered productivity per 0.1% improvement, “This
resulted in a savings of approximately $3 mil-
lion,” Lednar reports. “In a departmental budget,
that’s a lot of money.”

[For more information, contact: 
• Wayne Lednar, MD, Corporate Medical Director,

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY. E-mail: wayne.
lednar@kodak.com.] ■

For better worker health, 
bring those silos down
Collaborative model recommended 

The term silos is used quite often in discussions
about health care quality improvement, but

perhaps not quite as frequently when it comes to
occupational health. Changing that trend could
lead to significant improvement in employee
health, asserts Robin F. Foust, PAHM, president
of Zoe Consulting Inc., a Catawba, SC-based
occupational health consulting firm.

What exactly are the silos in occupational
health? “In an employer setting, they can include
case management, disease management, disabil-
ity management, the benefits department, and
even the treating physician,” she says. 

The reason these silos can work against opti-
mal treatment, Foust notes, is that none of the
participants sees the big picture in terms of an
individual patient’s health problems. 

“The various professionals all do their own
thing from their particular focus and area of
expertise,” she explains. “There are people who
are more expert than others in certain areas, like
case management and disability management,
but there seem to be opportunities lost if you do
not coordinate with them and talk to each other
about what is best for the patient. If you did coor-
dinate, you’d get a better history, and therefore a
better understanding of where the case has been
going.”

Based on data her company compiled, only
between 20% and 40% of patients are being
treated using a collaborative model. (See chart 
on p. 8.) “That means that 60%-80% of all sick or
injured employees are being managed in a more

silo-based approach,” Foust asserts.
There are a number of different approaches to

eliminating the silos in occupational health, she
notes. “One of the most effective approaches I
found was with an employer/client who actually
brought the different organizations together
where the case was openly discussed and data
was shared,” Foust says. “After the meeting, they
all said, ‘Why haven’t we done this before?’ It’s
almost like they were just so focused in their own
areas of expertise it never occurred to them; it just
takes some enlightenment.”

In the disease management world, she notes,
people are collecting multiple assessments and
monitoring them, “But they don’t necessarily
share that data with the occ-health manager or
the disability manager. They’re not really using
those data, except for reporting purposes.”

The ideal approach being hypothesized, says
Foust, is the concierge or patient advocacy model,
where there is one person coordinating all aspects
of care with a centralized database. “However, I
don’t think that will happen that soon,” Foust
laments.

The next best approach, she says, would be to
have within the system contact information for
each of the key people at these various depart-
ments, and a notes section in your software for
building other fields for their input on each case.
This way, even if a case has already gotten farther
than it perhaps should have, optimal health can
be picked up at any given point. 

“Let’s say you have a diabetic patient who
ended up having an amputation,” Foust says.
“There’s a lot of history involved, and even if they
were not in the diabetes management program
before, you can encourage them to get into it now
to prevent more complications and disability in
the future. In other words, when patients are
transferred from one area to another, sharing their
history will help you realize what was provided
previously, which can better inform your future
treatment recommendations.”

Driving the process

From an occupational health standpoint, the
occ-health manager is the likely person to drive
the coordination of care, and, if appropriate, to
transfer a patient from one department to
another, says Foust. “For example, a lot of disease
management programs have lower back pain
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Top Claims By Cost and Condition

Hemophilia

Leukemia

Diabetes, CHF

Kidney Disease (ESRD)

Leukemia

Diabetes, CAD, CHF

Diabetes, GERD

Stroke

Lung Cancer

CAD, Diabetes 

Colon Cancer

Hypertension, Kidney Disease

Diabetes 

Injury

Acute Myocardial Infarction

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome

Diabetes, CAD, CHF

Diabetes, CAD, CHF

Cerebral Palsy

Depression

Total

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Disease
Management

Case
Management

X

X

X

X

X

X

X/X

X/X

X/X

X/X

X/X

LTD

Short-Term/
Long-Term
Diasbility

Total
Cost

$365,000

$274,000

$123,000

$120,000

$108,000

$94,000

$94,000

$91,000

$90,000

$84,000

$75,000

$71,000

$70,000

$68,000

$61,000

$60,000

$58,000

$55,000

$54,000

$53,000

$2,068,000

Condition

Source: Zoe Consulting Inc., Catawba, SC.

Note: This chart represent actual statistics and costs. If costs were reduced by 5% through earlier
detection, disease management programs, or tighter case management, the health care savings could
exceed $103,000 annually. When gains in productivity from savings in payroll replacement are factored
in, the cost savings per year is $339,000.



modules. If an employee has a lower back injury
at work, the occ-health manager would work
with them on a return-to-work program that
could involve collaboration with the disease
management program. So if there is long-term
management of the injury involved, they can
make sure they stay in that program.”

Another big challenge in the collaboration
model, she notes, is determining which silo the
employee should enter. “It could be occ-health,
it could be disease management; that’s why you
need a central person to make that determina-
tion. They may be eligible for all of the available
services.”

Another important area to consider is the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) — but that should not present an
insurmountable problem, says Foust. “There are
ways to make sure that the process is HIPAA-
compliant; they just need to be taken into consid-
eration as you bring the silos down,” she says.
“No one should share personal health informa-
tion without following the proper procedures.”

The bottom line, Foust concludes, is that by
eliminating these silos, occupational health profes-
sionals “can ultimately achieve better outcomes for
the patient and for the employer who is responsi-
ble for outcomes resulting from patient care.”

[For more information, contact: 
• Robin F. Foust, PAHM, Zoe Consulting Inc.,

P.O. Box 258, Catawba, SC 29704. Telephone (803)
371-0774 (mobile); (803) 324-8626 (office); (803) 329-
7819 (fax). E-mail: robinzoe@comporium.net.] ■

AAOHN, CMSA release 
new privacy statement
Laws underscore need to protect privacy 

The American Association of Occupational
Health Nurses Inc. (AAOHN) and the Case

Management Society of America (CMSA) have
released a joint position statement providing fur-
ther guidance to nurse case managers (NCMs)
and occupational and environmental health
nurses (OHNs) in protecting employees’/clients’
privacy rights. 

The associations partnered to develop the
position statement in response to the increasing

complexity and host of privacy laws and regula-
tions that have taken effect at both the state and
national level in recent months.

“Protecting the privacy and confidentiality of
employee personal health information is one of the
ethical and professional tenets of the practice of
occupational and environmental health nursing,”
says AAOHN president Susan A. Randolph. “In
addition, both consumers and health care profes-
sionals have expressed concern about how privacy
will be impacted by new laws such as the Health
Information Privacy and Accountability Act
[HIPAA]. Compliance with laws and regulations
continues to be a major challenge to members of
both associations. It is through this strategic alliance
with CMSA that we leveraged our resources and
expertise to best serve workers, workplaces, and
communities.”

The position paper outlines specific steps that
OHNs and NCMs can take to ensure confidential
handling of personal health information, including:

• developing written policies and procedures
regulating access, release, transmittal, and stor-
age of all health information;

• implementing educational activities to inform
administrative staff and health care providers of
their need to maintain confidentiality of employee
health records;

• obtaining legal guidance as necessary to aid
in the interpretation of unclear practice situations;

• establishing and maintaining security stan-
dards for transmission and storage of employee
personal health information;

• knowing state and local laws and company/
facility policies as relevant to privacy and secu-
rity of personal health information.

“This groundbreaking joint organizational effort
will proactively address the multiple confidential-
ity, privacy, legal, and ethical issues impacting case
managers and occupational and environmental
health nurses in all practice settings,” notes CMSA
executive director Jeanne Boling. 

For a complete copy of the AAOHN/CMSA
comments, visit the AAOHN web site at www.
aaohn.org, or the CMSA web site at www.cmsa.
org. ■
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The new paradigm in 
occupational health
By Patricia Whelan
Executive Vice President and Publisher
Work Loss Data Institute
Encinitas, CA

(Editor's note: As a principal of Work Loss Data
Institute and publisher of Official Disability Guide-
lines and ODG Treatment in Workers' Comp, Whelan
was asked to comment on the current state of produc-
tivity as it relates to health, absence, and disability in
the workplace. The Work Loss Data Institute focuses
on workplace health and productivity.)

When founded in 1995, Work Loss Data
Institute (WLDI) clearly outlined its mis-

sion: To create, maintain, and market information
databases to implement standards for managing
work force productivity based on strict principles
of evidence-based methodology, with ongoing
focus on health care cost containment. 

Yet there has been a major recent shift of
emphasis. No longer is the spotlight on produc-
tivity per se, but on restoring functionality to the
ill or injured worker and using the latest scien-
tifically proven evidence-based treatment
methodologies to do so. 

Ironically, that subtle shift in focus from an
economic to a more human perspective creates
the kind of positive environment from which
workplace productivity, among other things,
becomes a natural by-product. 

Over the past year, leaders in the field of occu-
pational health have delivered a clear message:
The best interests of our society, economy, busi-
nesses, and families are served when the primary
focus of our profession is on the restoration of
functional capacity and in keeping life as normal
as possible for the ill or injured worker. 

This means doctors committed to identifying
and applying the most efficacious interventions
to maximize the quality and quantity of life for
individual patients, that insurers are expediently
approving and paying for the most appropriate
course of treatment, and employers and case

managers identifying and accommodating safe
and responsible stay-at-work or early return-to-
work opportunities. For all, this means “the con-
scientious, explicit, and judicious use of current
best evidence in making decisions about the care
of individual patients.”1

Evidence-based treatment

Why evidence-based treatment? Some back-
ground: Three U.S. Supreme Court cases, begin-
ning with the 1993 Daubert Decision,2 which held
that judges were obligated to evaluate the basis
for expert testimony, and following with two
additional expert testimony cases, GE v. Joiner 3

and Kumho Tire,4 have set a new standard identi-
fying population-based data and statistical stud-
ies, as opposed to opinion, albeit expert, as the
most credible evidence admissible in court. 

As a result, for the first time in 79 years, the
Federal Rules of Evidence were amended in
December 2000 to reflect the admissibility of sta-
tistical studies as generally satisfying the more
important aspects of the “scientific knowledge”
requirement articulated in the Daubert Decision. 

When the Daubert Challenge is invoked in court,
the expert opinion must be backed up by either sci-
entific studies published in peer-reviewed journals
or population-based survey data, without which
the testimony is considered inadmissible.

Legalities aside, treatment based on evi-
dence-based medicine, where efficacious treat-
ment modalities are groomed and documented
in randomized controlled settings to identify
the likelihood of successful outcomes, also is
the best approach to patient care. 

Unnecessary or unproven surgical and non-
surgical interventions focused on chasing the
pain rather than restoring functionality often
are debilitating and contribute to delayed
recovery, prolonging a patient's dysfunction
and resulting in excessive or even unwarranted
utilization of medical services.

Little info available from clinical trials

There also is little information available from
clinical trials to support the use of many physical
medicine modalities often employed based on
anecdotal or case reports alone. 

As a general rule, it is not advisable to use
these modalities beyond two or three weeks if
signs of objective progress toward functional
restoration are not demonstrated. For example,
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in the case of lower back pain, “the strongest
medical evidence regarding potential therapies
for low back pain indicates that having the
patient return to normal activities has the best
long-term outcome.”5

Or, when carpal tunnel syndrome (CPT) is cor-
rectly diagnosed, especially in patients with mod-
erate or severe CPT, the prompt referral for carpal
tunnel release surgery is well supported and the
outcomes from surgery are better than splinting
or other interventions. Simply stated, when func-
tionality is safely restored, all else follows — pro-
ductivity included.

Keeping informed

The challenge, then, is how busy health care
professionals can keep up with the findings from
the latest meta-analysis, randomized controlled
trials, and other important studies. The National
Guideline Clearinghouse, created by the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) in
partnership with the American Medical Associa-
tion and the American Association of Health
Plans, offers an Internet-based resource on clini-
cal practice guidelines at www.guideline.gov. 

As of March 1, 2000, this site provided access
to 700 evidence-based practice guidelines from
125 different organizations.6 By December 2003,
the number is expected to grow to 3,500. Clearly,
this is a burgeoning area. 

Most publishers of these guidelines are pri-
marily professional societies of various health
care specialty providers, and the guidelines are
oriented toward treatment by their own mem-
bers, e.g., neurologists, orthopedic surgeons,
radiologists, physiatrists, etc. 

Guidelines’ limitations

Consequently, the guidelines often have rep-
utations for supporting the constituencies of
their authors, and not always providing the best
multidisciplinary treatment pathways for each
condition. 

Work Loss Data Institute has endeavored to

remedy some limitations of other guidelines
with the introduction in May 2003 of ODG
Treatment in Workers' Comp (ODG/TWC), set-
ting new standards in the field for presenting
and summarizing the highest-quality, most up-
to-date scientific studies. 

ODG/TWC has been accepted for inclusion
in the National Guideline Clearinghouse by
AHRQ and has been linked to the common pro-
cedures used in workers' comp conditions with
a summary of the results of these important
medical studies and, further, the supporting
documentation.

As a result of this new focus on restoring func-
tionality through evidence-based medicine, out-
comes are beginning to turn the corner; health
care costs should soon follow, and productivity is
increasing, but there's a long way to go. 

What is most rewarding is the purpose behind
this effort — to help find and utilize the most veri-
fiable ways to treat, manage, improve, and restore
the health and well-being of ill and injured work-
ers. I cannot think of a better or more satisfying
course to pursue.
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AHA shares successful 
work force strategies

The Chicago-based American Hospital
Association (AHA) has published another 

135 examples of work force strategies that are
successfully helping hospitals and health systems
recruit and retain needed employees. It can be
purchased at the AHA on-line store at www.aha
onlinestore.com. Individual case examples also
will be posted at www.healthcareworkforce.org.
AHA continues to collect work force case exam-
ples. To share your work force successes, e-mail
AHA at workforce2@aha.org, or call (800) 424-
4301.  ■
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EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD CE questions
Nurses participate in this continuing education

program by reading the issue, using the provided
references for further research, and studying the
questions at the end of the issue. Participants
should select what they believe to be the correct
answers, then refer to the list of correct answers 
to test their knowledge. To clarify confusion sur-
rounding any questions answered incorrectly,
please consult the source material. After complet-
ing this semester’s activity, you must complete the
evaluation form provided in the June issues and
return it in the reply envelope provided in order to
receive a certificate of completion. When your
evaluation is received, a certificate will be mailed
to you.

This procedure has proven to be an effective
tool for adult learners. If you have any questions
about the testing method, please contact cus-
tomer service at (800) 688-2421. 

1. Some occupational health programs could fail
because of the corporate culture.

A. True
B. False

2. Bon Secours Richmond Health System found
that most RNs retired at 55 because of ___.

A. pay
B. hours
C. physical demands of the job
D. desire to change careers

3. The impact of work on health has driven
improvement in working conditions for the 
past ____ years.

A. 10
B. 20
C. 30
D. 50

4. Silos in occupational health can include:
A. case management
B. disease management
C. disability management
D. all of the above

Answers: 1-A; 2-C; 3-D; 4-D.

CE objectives
The CE objectives for Occupational Health
Management are to help nurses and other occupa-
tional health professionals to: 
• develop employee wellness and prevention

programs to improve employee health and
attendance;

• implement ergonomics and workplace safety
programs to reduce and prevent employee
injuries;

• develop effective return-to-work and stay-at-
work programs;

• identify employee health trends and issues;
• comply with OSHA and other federal regulations

regarding employee health and safety. ■


